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Welcome to the 27th issue of ReSolution® in which we draw on the experience and expertise of leading 
experts in the field to bring you commentary, articles and reviews on topical matters relating to 
domestic and international dispute resolution.

In this issue we feature, New Zealand’s recent first equal ranking with Denmark by Transparency 
International as having the least corrupt public sector in the world, the approach to penalties in 
Singapore (Singapore CA declines to follow: the UK SC in Cavendish, Australian HC in Andrews, and 
New Zealand SC in Honey Bees), Witness-Gating by an arbitral tribunal in Singapore, and the future of 
third party funding in New Zealand.

We also look at the recent decision of the UK High Court in Dogelmor Trade v Caledor Consulting [2020] 
EWHC 3342 (Comm) which concerns a US $54M ‘simple mistake’ in an LCIA arbitration award which the 
arbitral tribunal refused to correct and which the Court remitted back to the tribunal for it to correct.

In Case in Brief, we examine Preston v Preston [2020] NZCA 679, a case in which he Kos P felt compelled 
to say this case is everything relationship property litigation should not be, and counsel during the High 
Court proceedings observed: …the matter has eaten its head off. If ever there was a case for using the 
FDR Centre’s prompt, private and cost effective family law arbitration or mediation services to resolve 
relationship property disputes in New Zealand, this is it!

I wish to take this opportunity to thank all our contributors. We are most grateful for the support we 
receive from dispute resolution professionals, law firms, and publishers, locally and overseas, that 
allows us to share with you papers and articles of a world class standard, and to bring you a broad 
perspective on the law and evolving trends in the delivery and practice of domestic and international 
dispute resolution. 

Contributions of articles, papers, and commentary for future issues of ReSolution® are always welcome. 
I do hope you find this issue interesting and useful. Please feel free to distribute ReSolution® to your 
friends and colleagues – they are most welcome to contact us if they wish to receive our publications 
directly.

-Editor

Warmest regards,

John Green
Editor
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